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Title: MX vs ATV All Out - 2017 Husqvarna FC 350
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Rainbow Studios
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
MX vs ATV
Release Date: 9 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Quad Core i5 @ 2.5 GHz (or AMD equivalent)

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 460 or Radeon HD 6850 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 26 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish
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A simple game for one or two evenings: kind characters, nicely designed combat, pretty backgrounds, and a decent soundtrack.
The World Next Door probably won't disappoint you.. Big Money Deluxe
I can't quit clicking you
This is a cruel fate.. Cons: The game is too "short", not being able to fully make use of it's mechanics. Iwas expecting something
around 4hour gameplay. Took more time to download it than actually finishing it (50mins). Also, the game seems too "heavy". I
have a computer that run most games on "medium" quality with pretty decent FPS, and this game did not achieved a decent FPS
with all setting on LOW.
Pros: The idea and concept of the game is fantastic, the cutscenes are very philosophycal. The gameplay and mechanics are
good (except for "battles"), making me experience a good freedom.

Obs.: I did not collect the 20 crystal, so I don't know if there's extra content after that.. Fun game and can't argue at the price. I
found the controller and sheild models kind of weird but I guess it fits with the theme. Very cool being able to control the
floating eyes and move around them, really shows off the 3D capabilities of the HMD.. Okay...a thumbs up, but I have to warn
that this is just for the price point, and that this is a game for a niche audience. Namely: very adept puzzle gamers.

Yes, this is a sideway scroller and there are some jumping puzzles. It is, however, far from the main selling point of the game,
and...rather conceal what the game is really about. And that is: puzzles revolving around light spheres. This is best explained by
picturing three different layers on top of the world. These are invisible unless being shined upon by light circles, but can affect
objects within that layer. These lights can be found in lanterns, and by defeating the game bosses. And believe me: it sounds
more complex than it really is.

You might have noticed that this game has gotten some rewards. If you ask me, they are rewarded. But it is with a large caveat:
it is NOT for the visuals, sounds, story progression and least of all the voice acting. All of these are serviceable yet basic (okay,
except the voice acting: that is - I can't deny it - plain bad :( ), but serve to get the point across. Controls are pretty meh at best as
well. It's not that I expect Mario-like tight controls, but even for a puzzle platformer, this could've been better tuned, I think.

...but I was talking about the rewards. These are given for the puzzle design. And that, dear readers, is where this game really
shines (or "scheins", if you pardon my pun). While some parts of levels serve as bridging points or to give the player some
breathing room or variation, it's the puzzles that elevate this game (far) above the sum of its parts. It has a lot of these "huh...this
is impossible!"-moments where you need to think different kinds of outside the box-thinking to get to the next save point.
Whether it is about wondering where you place the lights, where you'll carry these lights to and when to (not) activate your own
shine ability can get pretty crazy.
The amazing part of this is the amount of depth that is found in a perspective (2D platforming...and one where you don't jump
5x your own height) that is in itself rather limited. That can get pretty frustrating, as you think you know that things are
impossible, but when you start trying out things, it in the end clicks when you discover that there was something that you haven't
thought of before.

So...great puzzles, pretty basic (or even below average) features for everything else. While it wouldn't really be fair to judge a
game on anything but its main selling point, I understand the downvotes it got. I can't stress it enough: YOU NEED TO
REALLY LIKE PUZZLES FIRST!! If not, then this isn't the game for you. If it is...well...this thumbs up is for you.. This game
is amazing! I have played 2 runs so far, and can say, HOLY CRAP. First round i was learning and was wiped out in round 4.
Second playthrough i died wave 8. However the trader jack never showed up past wave 5 on the second round! I love how every
round new items to buy become unlockable. There are lots of plants and new levals already out!

Pros:
Can be improved
Many unlocks
Lots of levals
Livestock and plants
GOD AMAZING WEPONS!

Cons:
Short daytime
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Enimies escalate fast
Minor glitches

Overall this game has alot of effort put into it. This is a must have. I dont know how to progress to other levals though! So if a
pro could tell me it would be appreciated. Has always farm till Hell comes!!!
. No hours in and I can say this game, for price(free), is just as enjoyable as Dead by Daylight. If not more. I compare them
because its about the same game. Cept DBD costs $10 atm.

Fluffy "horror" game basically with small map and minimal possible actions as victim other than run or save friends. If you tried
Dead by Daylight for free and thought, "Meh," then save your money and grab Light Bearers to scratch itch. OR just buy Friday
13th. Just dont buy DBD :D. Got this game and then found out I can't play it since i'm using a modern intel card... boo. Very
unfortunate. If anyone knows any workarounds please let me know.. It is an OK game but don't play the campaign the naval
portion is broken since firing the tomahawk missile from the destroyer breaks the audio and will eventually crash the game and
also prevent you from, completeing the level. Also sections of the campaign seem almost impossible without using cheats even
on easy. Otherwise its an OK game but definitely not an improvement over Direct Action or even nearly as good. Direct Action
has a vastly better quality of the campaign. Seems like Eugen was phoning it in on this one.. Age of Cavemen

Another spin-off of Supercell's Clash of Clans.. Great job !
I havent play CoC for a year and I still don't want to play

3/10 - Do you even Create ? no, Do you even Brain ?
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ehm > fhm, it's true. My problem with this game is not the translation issues, its the protagonist. How am I suppossed to root for
or relate to this scumbag? He constantly makes racist statements that don't lead into anything (one time he just straight up says
that Saratovs are untrustworthy and that's his whole thought) he complains about everything, is vehemetly against Television in
the same way a Vegan is against steak. He reminds me of a ♥♥♥♥♥ who finishes her turn and, when coming home, turns on
porn and invites her neighbour for <<a horse♥♥♥♥♥♥of tea>>.

Also are ghouls a thing in Russia?. 91/100

A short while ago a wrote a review to this game pointing out a few problems I had. The game didn't seem to reckognize my
headphones, which was existentially for using OpenMic because I got no proper speakers. Second was that the full screen mode
was a little f***ed up.

However, those problems do no longer exist. They got patched out in the most recent updates, which determined me to add a
few points to my rating.

However... with patches come new problems. The game now dares to realize my headphones but an error accures telling me that
this won't work for OpenMic.

Although I appriciate that the developer is always up to date and already made a support website because that error seems to
make lot of trouble currently, which adds another 1 point to my rating.

I hope the developing doesen't stop and we will have a perfect game at the end :D. This is a great game. The challenge is trying
to beat each wave with no enemies getting through so you get 3 stars to spend on stats. And you need every star.
Just letting one enemy through gives you just 2 stars.
Graphics are good - there are pools of light which cast darker shadows and change the enemy's color as the walk through them.
Very atmospheric.
Make sure you set quality to 'fantastic' in the box that shows up at the start.
Best thing I like are the special tiles where your tower gets a boost to stats. There is a super 'S' tile that boosts everything. Sit a
rocket on that and you are away.
Tip for the start few levels - invest in machine gun damage and use that tower a lot. Mind you, as you buy towers their cost goes
up so you can't just spam loads of the same. Good move!
I would have liked to have a "start next wave now" button as sometimes I finished a wave with 15 seconds to go, although you
can press the space bar to Fast Forward.
Overall I recommend this game at such a low price.. This hidden object game is not one of the adventure\/hidden object
hybrids; instead it is a pretty much straight hidden object game with just a very minimal story, sort of like the Spin Top hidden
objects. A different take in this game is that each hidden object scene has a number of different modes, which are chosen
randomy through spinning a wheel. Modes include things like list (regular HOG where you find objects from a list), silhouette
(silhouettes only, like what shows in some HOG hints), getting a hint rather than the item name, etc. Once completed, you can
go to an Unlimited HIdden Object type of bonus stage where you can choose the modes for the scenes that you did not play
before. The game doesn't explain what the Bonus thing that pops up is until you click it--make sure to click it, as this is how you
earn hints. Hints are fixed and do not recharge, you must earn the tokens and unfortunately once your stack is maxed out they no
longer accumulate.. Love it! Tons of costumes.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f
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